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This paper presents an exploratory study of woman battering in the Grand Forks, North Dakota flood of April 1997. Based on my qualitative research of women's experiences in this flood, I present two case studies of battered women to enhance understanding of what intimate partner violence means to women in the face of a natural disaster. The case studies illustrate how battered women make sense of their situations and how factors such as class and disability play a role in how women experience domestic violence. The case studies also show why services for battered women, such as emergency shelters and crisis counseling, are crucial during a disaster period. Even though we do not know if domestic violence rates increase in a disaster, we do have evidence that the demand for domestic violence services increases during disaster times. In light of this, I argue that there is a need to prepare for that situation.

Two facts are generally uncontested regarding the abuse women receive from their intimate male partners. First, the home is not always a safe place (e.g., Dobash and Dobash 1979; Walker 1979; Gelles 1997). Second, because woman battering frequently occurs in the context of the home and is stigmatized, it is a largely invisible offense (e.g., Belknap 1996). However, the
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The phenomenon of woman battering is so widespread that it is considered by some scholars as the most frequent form of family violence (Levinson 1981). Indeed, it has long been recognized that calls for woman battering are among the most common police calls (Goldstein 1977). Research on woman battering was almost non-existent until the second wave of the feminist movement in the 1970s.

To date, however, research on woman battering in post-disaster communities is still almost non-existent. In the disaster research community, many question whether rates of woman battering increase in a disaster. Thus, although this question has been frequently asked, it remains largely unanswered. There is no simple or straightforward way to determine the rates, and there have been no systematic studies or controlled population surveys that support a direct causal relationship of the disaster events on woman battering rates. However, there are some studies and reports on domestic violence in disasters that deserve attention. In this paper, I summarize the sparse existing research on woman battering in the context of disasters, and then I present findings on woman battering in my research on disasters using the Grand Forks' flood of 1997.

**Literature Review**

To date, only two studies focus on the issue of woman battering in the context of disasters. First, Wilson, Phillips, and Neil (1998) studied community organizations' perceptions and responses to domestic violence in Santa Cruz after the Loma Prieta earthquake; in Lancaster, Texas, after a tornado; and in Dade County, Florida, following Hurricane Andrew. Second, Enarson (1998) surveyed 77 domestic violence organizations in the United States and Canada, 41 of which had some disaster experience, to learn about their disaster planning and experience. Other disaster studies have mentioned the issue of woman battering in tangential, less focused ways. Finally, other woman battering research, not addressing disasters, also poses relevant issues to the phenomenon of woman battering in disaster sites. In this section I summarize these studies: those focusing directly on woman battering in disasters; those disaster studies where woman battering is not a central theme; and those woman battering studies which are not about disasters, but pose important points relevant to woman battering in disaster sites.

**Attempts to Measure the Impact of Disasters on Battering Rates**

Some research has examined the issue of whether woman battering increases in a disaster. Wilson and her colleagues (1998) found that Santa Cruz reported large increases in domestic violence, the city of Lancaster, Texas, reported no noticeable increase, and in Miami-Dade County the data were mixed, although they suggested an increase. Enarson (1988) found that those domestic violence programs that experienced a disaster indicated declining service demand during the impact period, as women could not get to the services, but an increased demand after that, which was complicated by a decrease in organizational resources. For many domestic violence programs the demand for services was mostly from existing clients, not from women seeking help for the first time. Morrow and Enarson (1996), in their research on women in Hurricane Andrew, did not focus specifically on the topic of domestic violence but reported that social service providers felt strongly that family violence had increased. Morrow (1997) reported that there was initially a drop in domestic violence injunctions after Hurricane Andrew, perhaps due to the inaccessibility of government services, but then the number of injunctions increased substantially. Based on their experiences in disasters in Australia, several social service providers reported that increases in domestic violence rates are "repeatedly found" during disasters and their aftermaths (Honeycombe 1993, p. 29; Dobson 1993). Contrarily, there is evidence that crime rates in general drop after a disaster and that prosocial rather than antisocial behavior characterizes disaster periods (Quarantelli 1994); therefore, some may feel that woman battering rates would decrease.

While evidence is limited, the common perception is that battering rates increase since the demand for services increases. It is difficult to know if the battered women seeking assistance are mostly existing clients, meaning they sought help for their battering situations prior to the disaster, or new clients, implying that the disaster brought on physical violence in relationships that were not abusive before the event. If indeed all the clients are existing ones, then technically the number of battered women does not increase, and the increased demand is indicative of the clients all needing help at the same time. Another scenario may be that many women were in domestic violence relationships prior to the disaster but had never gone for assistance, so they count as new clients but are actually not new victims.

**Community Responses to and Preparedness for Woman Battering in Post-Disaster Sites**

A few previous studies have addressed community responses and the preparedness of organizations to woman battering. In non-disaster times, battered women are often overlooked as victims by the public at large, the criminal processing system (e.g., the police and court professionals), and service and health agencies and professionals (e.g., physicians, social workers) (e.g., Dobash and Dobash 1979; Belknap 1995; Gelles 1997). It is, therefore, possible that they are overlooked after disasters as well. Wilson et al. (1998) report that the community, domestic violence, and disaster organizations in their
study that were aware of the existence and extent of domestic violence prior to the disaster were more sensitive to the presence of post-disaster violence. Therefore, if a community defines domestic violence as a problem pre-disaster, it will be more able to identify and respond to it following the event. Wilson et al. (1998) argue, then, that a community’s ignorance of a domestic violence problem could increase women’s vulnerability and possibly contribute to more injuries and deaths after a disaster. Enarson (1988) found that most grassroots women’s organizations are not prepared for a disaster, and few domestic violence programs participate in local or regional planning groups. These women’s organizations, however, are interested in increasing their disaster readiness. Honeycombe (1993) advocates that disaster workers are trained and become informed on issues of woman battering in order to be prepared for increases in this violence. Thus, there are both domestic violence organizations ill prepared for a disaster, and disaster organizations and communities poorly prepared for domestic violence situations in disasters.

The Antecedents of Disasters Purported to be Related to Subsequent Woman Battering

A significant amount of public opinion, professional responses, and research agendas have attempted to understand the causes of battering. While there is a strong history of blaming the victims for the battering perpetrated against them (see, for example, Dobash and Dobash 1979; Tong 1984), more recent research has attempted to understand what places men and women at risk of becoming batterers or escalating their existing battering practices. Some disaster research has found that men use more alcohol after a disaster (Green 1993), which some believe would increase domestic violence rates (Pleck 1987). Yet Kantor and Straus (1987) examined the role of alcohol as a cause of woman battering and concluded that excessive drinking is associated with higher woman battering rates but that alcohol use is not an immediate antecedent of battering. Dutton (1988) identified the excuses and justifications batterers frequently use to deny wrongness and responsibility for their battering behavior. Dutton found that batterers use situational characteristics, such as being drunk or fired from a job, to excuse their behavior, and characteristics about the victim, such as not having dinner ready or allegedly having an affair, to justify their abuse. Thus, a disaster crisis could be used in this manner, to excuse their behavior and to blame the flood for losing control. For example, Enarson (1998) interviewed one woman whose husband beat her so badly that she had to be hospitalized. She said he had lost control because he could not handle the effects of the flood, which included losing household belongings, not having enough food to eat, and losing his job because his business was destroyed in the flood. Experts in the field maintain that perpetrators are very much in control, stating that crisis conditions do not cause the abuse nor do they cause men to lose control. Gelles (1997) notes that stressful social factors such as poverty and illness may be related to violence and abuse, but the abuse would not occur if there was not widespread social and cultural approval of violence in the home.

Differential Vulnerability and Battering Experiences

Some women may be more at risk to woman battering than others. In addition, of those women who are battered, their social status and resources affect their subsequent vulnerability. For example, women with disabilities may be more vulnerable to battering. Women with disabilities are much more likely than women generally to be victims of physical and sexual assault, and almost all the perpetrators are men who are known to the women (Sobsey 1994). These women face a high incidence of violence and abuse in their lives in general as they are seen as being of little worth, invisible, and less than human (Chenoweth 1996). Compounding this, the violence disabled women experience is largely unknown and invisible since they often experience societal marginalization, powerlessness, and exclusion (Chenoweth 1996). In disasters, therefore, disabled women may be at increased risk to woman battering.

Poor women are also more at risk. In disasters in general, research has found that poor women’s concerns are not taken seriously, and they lack the resources and support necessary for recovery and reconstruction (Morrow and Enarson 1996). Poor women may also be more vulnerable to woman battering. Schwartz (1988) argues that the “universal risk” theories are so popular, primarily in an effort to see women as a unified group under patriarchy and to repudiate past class biases in research, that researchers have overlooked how working-class and middle-class women have distinct experiences with battering. In fact, empirical studies have shown that there is more woman battering in low-income, low socio-economic status families (Okun 1986). Schwartz (1988) argues that if you examine the effects of both patriarchy and capitalism, it is clear that there is not a universal risk to all women but that socio-economic status is related to chances of victimization and consequent treatment and resources. Thus, some women are more vulnerable than others.

How the Quality of Intimate Relationships are Impacted by Disasters

Disaster studies have found that disaster events can affect gender roles and relationships between men and women. Ketteridge and Fordham (1998) found that women, many of whom had gained a new self-confidence during a flood disaster, separated from unsupportive partners. This is relevant in that many women in battering relationships lack the confidence to leave their
abusers (Gelles 1997). Alway et al. (1998) found that men's role as protector and provider is threatened in a disaster, a pertinent finding in that domestic violence concerns issues of male dominance and control. Davis (1998) found married couples who reported strong relationships prior to a disaster reported their relationships were stronger after the disaster. In contrast, couples who reported weak relationships prior to the disaster generally reported that their relationships were even weaker after the disaster. Interestingly, however, Davis found the stronger couples experienced more tension and strain during the disaster, while the weaker couples reported feeling closer during the acute period of the disaster. While her results do not address domestic violence specifically, they do touch on some relevant issues concerning conflict between intimate partners.

The five issues covered in this literature review — measuring battering rates, community and organizational responses to woman battering, the antecedents to battering, differential vulnerability, and changes in intimate relationships in disasters — are all areas in need of research in disasters and will all be addressed in this study.

Setting and Methods

This exploratory study is part of a larger feminist ethnography of women's experiences in a disaster. As a feminist ethnography, this research involved multimethods, including interviewing, observation, participation, and archival analysis, all employed in an effort to make women's lives visible and their voices audible (Reinharz 1992). As a feminist ethnographer, I used fieldwork to get closer to women's realities, and, in alignment with feminist research in general, I work towards three goals in this research: "(1) to document the lives and activities of women, (2) to understand the experience of women from their own point of view, and (3) to conceptualize women's behavior as an expression of social contexts" (Reinharz 1992:51).

My setting was Grand Forks, North Dakota, and East Grand Forks, Minnesota, two adjoining towns on the Red River that experienced a flood of historical proportions in the spring of 1997, after a winter of severe blizzards. The disaster, which resulted in the mandatory evacuation of all residents of both cities, approximately 60,000 people, cost hundreds of residents their homes and the entirety of their belongings. In addition to their homelessness and loss of material possessions, the flood victims experienced unemployment, a lack of childcare services, the dismantling of routine and stability, the separation of family members, the loss of schools and neighborhoods, and uncertainty about the future. Clearly, this disaster was physically and emotionally exhausting for the residents and was a highly stressful crisis.

For this study, I conducted sixty in-depth interviews with forty women of various ages, social classes, professions, and marital statuses, to learn about their experiences in the flood. Twenty of the forty women were formally interviewed twice, and several were informally interviewed three or four times. The first interviews took place relatively soon after the event, in the summer months of 1997, and the second follow-up interviews generally took place a year later. In addition to the interviews, I conducted extensive observations. I spent as much time as possible with women, both women I had interviewed as well as other women in Grand Forks, observing, and participating in, their lives. With these women, I attended community events, family potlucks, religious services, neighborhood barbecues, and other informal outings and settings. Finally, I analyzed newspaper articles and interviewed representatives of the Grand Forks domestic violence prevention center and gathered relevant materials and statistics from the organization.

For this article, I present an analysis of interviews with two women from the sample who reported domestic violence. These two cases do not necessarily represent all women who experience domestic violence in disasters, although case studies in general are often able to provide insights into general understandings of a social problem (Stake 1994). In addition, case studies are considered useful and valid for investigating a phenomenon in its real-life context (Yin 1984). I believe a case study is appropriate for shedding light on this almost unknown phenomenon: battered women's experiences in the context of a disaster. The findings I report revolve around the context of woman battering in the lives of women in disasters, exploring the realities of two women's lives to highlight the kinds of problems some women will face in a disaster. Thus, I intend for these two in-depth accounts to provide insight into what these experiences can mean, how they unfold, and how battered women can be assisted in disasters.

The current study focuses on two women, Karen and Liz. While these two women were the only women who spoke to me about their experiences with woman battering, there may have been other women in my study who also experienced this violence. Due to the stigma and invisibility, along with what is known on woman battering rates, it is likely that other women in my study were also battered but did not report it to me or anybody else. Indeed, Karen did not reveal her situation to me until our third face-to-face interview, after we had known each other for over a year and exchanged phone calls and letters, which illustrates the need for us to establish trust before she could confide in me. One limitation with these case studies is that both women are white so there are no racial implications, but the women do represent the racial demographics of Grand Forks, and the two women varied substantially in their class status. It is necessary in future research to keep in mind that the experiences
of battered women of color are likely confounded by race (e.g., Miller 1989; Abraham 1996; Belknap 1996).

I will begin by presenting the information I gathered from the Grand Forks woman battering organization in order to give a larger context to the woman battering situation in Grand Forks, and then I will allow you to hear Liz’s and Karen’s words directly, thereby letting their voices contribute to the conversation on domestic violence in disasters. As social scientists know, police records, official statistics, and even survey research results do not often match the stories told by women who have been victims of physical violence, and thus it is critical that we let women speak for themselves (Fires and Belknap 1998). It was through such traditional grassroots efforts, from listening to women, that wife abuse was first discovered in the early 1970s (Gelles 1997). It makes sense, therefore, that listening to women now will help us to discover how intimate violence plays out in a disaster.

Findings

Increase in Demand, Decrease in Services

The Community Violence Intervention Center, the organization for battered women in Grand Forks, provided me with information that helps illustrate how the demand for services increases at the same time that their resources are lower than normal. The center provides many battered women’s services, such as crisis counseling, legal referrals, and assistance with obtaining protection orders. It does not run a shelter, so battered women must use the homeless shelter in town if they cannot find other housing. The number of protection orders, which are issued to protect women from their perpetrators, are a good illustration of the demand for services. The center found that prior to the flood, during the period of January to March 1997, there were twenty protection orders issued. However, after the flood, during the same period of 1998, January to March, there were thirty-three protection orders that needed to be filed to protect women in domestic violence situations, which indicates a substantial increase.

In terms of the amount of available resources during this same time period, we can analyze the number of volunteer hours, which is the total amount of time given to the center by local residents who volunteer their time. In the first time period, January to March 1997, volunteers gave 3,475 hours to the center, while in the second time period, January to March 1998, they were only able to give 1,903 hours of their time. These statistics allow us to see a period before the flood in 1997, and the same period after the flood, in 1998. An increase in the number of protection orders may be explained

several ways. The increase may indicate an increase in violence, or a greater propensity to report the violence, or a woman’s greater inability to handle the violence on her own. No matter which, the increase in protection orders clearly represents an increase in workload for the center employees. In addition, we see that volunteer hours are down, even six months after the event, as volunteers are still working on repairing their own homes and lives. By having fewer volunteers to help in the office, the staff finds itself with even more work.

The staff had additional work for several other reasons. The homeless shelter, which serves battered women, was lost in the flood, so staff had to find housing for battered women at local motels. This was a difficult task, considering that most residents of the city were also in need of housing at that time. The staff reported that overall there was a huge demand for services from a combination of existing and new clients. They also told me that some women, not having any resources, called their batterers for assistance during the disaster — and as a result found themselves back in an abusive relationship after the flood. The staff also reported that the local jail let some batterers go during the evacuation period, which frightened and angered the battered women and the center staff. This occurrence is important as it illustrates the community’s role in enabling the violence. For all of these aforementioned reasons, it is clear that, while the demand for services increased, the personnel and financial resources decreased substantially.

Entering into Domestic Violence

Karen is a 42-year-old slender white woman who has lived in Grand Forks her entire life. She is a college-educated social worker who has been married for 20 years and has two children, aged 6 and 13. She and her family lived in a modest, well-kept two story wood house on a quiet tree-lined street of single-family homes. The family members, who evacuated in the flood, were not hurt physically. When they returned to their home several weeks later, however, they found that their basement level, which had been their family room and the hub of family activity, was lost in the flood waters. In addition, Karen’s elderly in-laws lost their home, which was several blocks from Karen’s, and all of their belongings.

Things were very tense around the house, Karen explained to me. Greg, Karen’s husband, became more and more angry — at the flood, at the city, at the Corps of Engineers, at his family, and, most of all, at his wife. Karen assumed that his anger would subside as time passed and the town and their home were rebuilt. Instead, Greg’s anger grew with each month following the flood. Indeed, a year after the flood his anger erupted into violence, and he began beating Karen. She explains how the situation began:
more things before he ends up in jail. I haven’t regretted my decision to leave for a minute. It’s so much better now. Nobody wants to do this, but in the long run it’s better for everybody. I feel like a huge weight has been lifted.

Karen perceives that Greg was already heading towards committing more violence, and that if it was not due to the flood, it may have easily been triggered by something else. However, it is important to note that he was physically violent once in their marriage nineteen years earlier and then again right after the flood, but not at all in between. Several months after she left Greg, she thinks back on her experience:

You know, when I used to think about women who were victims of abuse, that if you were privileged to some extent, then your experience would be vastly different. And now I think not. I think not. Because no amount of privilege can stop that person. You know? I am no better off than an uneducated, poor, Native American, ethnic woman. I am no better off really in that respect. Apparently, when a man in our society gets in that mindset, there is so much latitude for them to act out, to do damage, that a reasonable person can’t imagine would be allowed to continue. You can be smart, articulate, educated, competent, but it doesn’t matter, it doesn’t help.

Karen came to the difficult realization that being somewhat affluent and educated did not protect her from her husband’s violence, no matter her race or economic background. She was acknowledging her own vulnerability, the vulnerability of all women in our society, and the power differences between men and women. Karen noted that she was also vulnerable financially:

Somewhere in the last year he started putting money somewhere. I think he was hiding it. I’ve never been somebody that worries that much about money. The truth is that my name is not on any of our assets. I don’t know how that happened. It’s just not something that I attended to.

Yet despite her financial concerns, Karen did have resources available to her such as middle-class family members who were willing and able to take her in and support her. In addition, with her educational background and occupational status, she knew that her job was secure. These factors may have helped Karen to leave immediately after the beatings, something many battered women are not able to do. Thus, while Karen’s status did not protect her from becoming a battered woman, it did help her successfully deal with the situation once she was in it.

Karen felt that the flood brought on the violence, but that in a way that was good, in that she could deal with it sooner rather than later. In a recent

Over the last year, almost every day it’s been sort of a slow onset of sort of a paranoia about, first of all, other men, of which there are none. And then he started getting more aggressive about it, going through my work papers, it got so bad that I couldn’t go anywhere. He’s never had a very good temper, but it’s gotten really bad. Pretty much isolates me from my family. The first year after we were married there was an incident, but nothing until now.

While he had always had a bad temper and was always highly critical of her, Greg had not been physically abusive to Karen in twenty years, and she had not contemplated leaving until the physical violence began after the flood. She explains how she decided to leave:

The crystallizing incident took place on Mother’s Day, May 9th. That’s when Greg was pushing me and Jonathan walked in and lunged to defend me. He had a clenched fist, ready to hit his dad. He looked like he wanted to hit him... My son had had enough of his yelling. He yelled at him daily. I think Jonathan felt like that’s my mom and I’m going to protect her.

I realized I had to go.

Karen’s 13 year old son Jonathan wanted to protect his mother, and he also expressed to Karen that he wanted to get away from his father. Many children in domestic violence situations become very protective of their mothers, and their willingness to leave a violent father helps the woman decide to leave (Dobash and Dobash 1979; Ferraro and Johnson 1983).

In Karen’s description of what was happening in her home, we learn that the flood may have been the main, or at least a large, contributing factor for the onset of the violence. She describes how the flood affected her husband:

He likes things ordered and when things are out of order he doesn’t like it. So the flood was a nightmare for him. It’s not like his temperament completely changed with the flood, but I definitely do consider us to be a flood casualty. The flood did bring on his anger.

But Karen continues her story:

He was kind of already on that path. He’s always had a short fuse. He was getting worse with age instead of better, I can’t explain that. His anger was always thinly veiled, and he was always highly critical, picking on me all the time.

After the violent attacks after the flood, Karen decided to leave, and she moved out and got a restraining order. She explains how it feels to have left the situation:

I got a protection order that he violated three times. Now he’s being charged by the state with stalking. He can’t do too many
conversation with Karen, she expressed regret that she did not leave Greg earlier, in that he had been mean to her and the children for years. She believed that if the flood had not brought on the violent incident, there would have been a more violent, and more dangerous incident down the road. She explained:

I think when you’re living in it you make all kinds of excuses, you try to find a way to frame it that is not quite as damaging. You have to rationalize it or you can’t stay. There you are one day, with your kid thinking they have to beat their dad to protect you. I really think someone in my family would’ve gotten hurt. Maybe me, maybe one of my kids. I would rather have it be me. And considering that, it’s better sooner than later. . . . I think I stayed too long. I should have known better. But, now, I’m really excited about what I’m doing now, and my kids are safe.

Today Karen is living in a small apartment with her two children, working and going to school at night for an advanced degree. She lives in fear as Greg continues to stalk her, drive by her apartment late at night, follow her in his car, and on one occasion broke her door and entered her apartment. It is difficult, if not impossible, to know if his violence would have occurred if the flood had not happened. Karen believes it probably would have happened, but maybe further down the road. The important thing to consider is that Karen needed assistance—a protection order, counseling, housing—in the midst of the disaster crisis. Without this assistance she may not have been able to leave or keep herself and her children safe.

Leaving Domestic Violence

Liz, like Karen, is also a Grand Forks native, white, and in her early forties, but she is less privileged than Karen in many ways. Liz has lived in poverty all her life and is disabled from a car accident, leaving her unable to walk without assistance and unable to work. She grew up in an abusive household and has been in abusive relationships since she was a teenager. Her partner of the last nine years, and husband of the last two, Fred, has beaten her many times, landing her in the hospital with serious injuries on several occasions. Liz described a particularly bad beating two weeks before their wedding that left her hospitalized:

I came home from shopping and he was intoxicated. I didn’t start screaming, I didn’t start yelling. I asked him to leave. The police had told me not to confront him. He began throwing things, screaming at me, threatening to kill me. Then he lunged at me and he grabbed me by the collar of my shirt and started shaking me. I remember screaming at him “You’re killing me!” Then I lost consciousness. When I came to I was on the recliner,

and he was hitting me on the head with his fist and screaming at me. At this point I was going in and out of consciousness. . . . The police took me to the hospital and people were staring at me. My neck was so swollen, my face was so swollen, I think I was in shock. He nearly severed my spinal cord. The doctors said he shaken me ore more time, he would have severed my spinal cord and I would have been dead. They called the counseling center, and the advocate came, the poor girl, and I was her first call ever. I felt so bad for her.

Liz explained why, after this serious assault, she decided to marry Fred:

The invitations were out, and he said it would never happen again. This is someone you love, you want to believe it is the last time. But, I mean, I just can’t tell you why I went ahead with the wedding. I mean I really can’t answer that question, because I don’t know why I did. But I did.

After going through with the wedding, Liz suffered extensive physical abuse:

The police have been to our house so many times, it isn’t even funny. I mean he is a man that has nearly killed me I don’t know how many times. . . . But I have always been minimizing the physical abuse. I repressed a lot of the memories of the beatings. Until the flood, then all the memories came back.

Despite the beatings, Karen was emotionally attached to Fred and did not have the confidence or independence to leave him. She explained that she felt “afraid” when she was not in a relationship.

Just prior to the flood, Fred entered a resident drug and alcohol treatment program. Liz, therefore, was on her own during the flood and had to deal with a difficult evacuation period and the loss of her home by herself. Her basement apartment was flooded with ten feet of water and raw sewage. In photos she showed me of the damage, the walls, furniture, and carpet appeared to be painted black but were actually covered with sludge from the flood waters. The apartment, which tested positive for a variety of bacteria, had to be gutted, and all the contents had to be thrown away. She described her feelings about the loss:

The night I got into town, the third of May, was when I found out that I had lost everything. I mean, I was about as vulnerable as I could be. It’s been terrifying, especially when I’ve been hungry and there is no money. And I didn’t have the money to replace anything.

Liz had to face the destruction of the flood in addition to the continuing crisis of poverty. She believed surviving the flood without Fred was the reason she discovered she was strong and competent enough to survive without him. She discussed her new-found strength:
But I’ve been really lucky with the flood. I’ve learned so many good things through this. I’ve really worked on myself and reevaluated things. I’ve taken the flood as an opportunity to grow personally. I have found an inner strength that will carry me through anything. How else could I have made it through this? I now know that I can count on myself. I can trust myself. It’s been painful and I’ve been lonely. I still love him with all my heart, and there are many things about him that are very wonderful, but there’s his dark side and that dark side will cost me my life. I’m just not willing to pay that price anymore.

The experience empowered Liz and gave her a sense that she can make it on her own, something she never believed before. Liz was not only dealing with domestic violence and poverty but also a physical disability. In my conversations with Liz, she discussed how her disability affected her flood experience, describing how her evacuation with her 21-year-old daughter, her son-in-law, and her two young grandchildren:

When my daughter and I evacuated we went to the air base. But they wouldn’t take me because they said all of their accommodations for people with disabilities were full. So they turned us away. They told me to get in my car and keep going. So we drove on to Devil’s Lake, and the shelter there said the same thing. No accommodations for me. I couldn’t believe it. And I have no proof if they were actually full or not or if they didn’t want to deal with extra needs. We go on to Rugby, same thing, we got turned away. It was about one thirty in the morning and we pulled into Minot. They told us that they weren’t giving any assistance to Grand Forks flood victims and we should get back in our cars. I said “where am I supposed to go?” And I’m standing there in my pajamas.

Liz eventually found a place to stay until her apartment was rebuilt, but her disability still posed additional considerations. She explained how her disability affected her ability to leave the town where her abuser lives:

I had to get over my stubborn will, and realize that I have a chronic illness that is progressive. I live with intense physical pain, and intense physical symptoms, that I can’t control. I don’t have a choice there, but I have to learn to listen to my body. And when it says stop, I have to stop. That’s one of the reasons I can’t leave here, even though he’s [Fred] here. My doctor’s here, and I can’t start all over finding doctors. And I need to be near my daughter because she knows how to take care of me.

As Chenoweth (1996) found in her work, women with disabilities need to combat their isolation and exclusion to prevent being victims of male violence. Liz continued her story, and acknowledged that the Grand Forks Violence Intervention Center, and Amelia, a staff member there, helped her tremendously:

When he got back to town, I’d call Amelia all the time. Boy, did I need them then. If I couldn’t make it in, we’d do the counseling over the phone. I used this time for personal growth. It wasn’t easy. Had the Center not been there, or my daughter, you know, I wouldn’t have done it. There were times in the middle of the night when I’ve needed the Center and called. I can’t give up my counseling when I’m in the same town as my husband.

In addition to noting the importance of the center, Liz was also admitting that the flood, and the struggles involved in recovering from it, may have had positive consequences. In my research, many of my participants expressed positive consequences of the disaster, such as new skills acquired, and personal strength and confidence discovered. Liz revealed how her personal growth and inner strength carried her through the disaster and how, with the help of the battered women’s organization, she was able to leave a life of violence. She described how she felt to be free from battering, over a year after the disaster:

For the first time in my life I feel free. I can go where I want. I can do what I want. I don’t have to look over my shoulder anymore. I don’t come home, turn the key in the lock, and get beaten. Now I can do whatever I want. No one is going to tell me you can’t do that. And no one is telling me I’m ugly and no one is telling me that the world is falling apart ‘cause of something I did.

The flood disaster may actually have been the catalyst Liz needed to leave the abusive relationship and gain a better awareness of herself. Ferraro and Johnson (1983) found that catalyst events have been found to be important for helping women leave batterers. Yet while Liz was free of the violence, she was still faced with extreme poverty after the flood. Liz described her situation:

I’m applying for disability and boy I hope I get it. I have no income. I can’t eat three times a day. I just get hungry. Luckily I do get a housing voucher because of the domestic violence. I lost all my clothes, my furniture, everything. I mean, I have no money, no money. I have three dollars and 96 cents in my checking account.

A year after the flood Liz was back in her basement apartment, living on her own, and had just started to receive disability payments. She was still seeking counseling to help her hold on to her new strength and keep Fred from
reentering her life. Looking at her experience with the domestic violence and the disaster, Liz had an image of what had happened:

I'm starting a new life. So I'm going to take that flood, and all that abuse, and when the flood waters left Grand Forks, well, that was my old life leaving. All the abuse left with the water.

That's how I look at it.

Research has found that battered women often have low self-esteem and a very poor self-image, which contributes to their feelings of dependence and powerlessness (Gelles 1997). Therefore, if a disaster provides an opportunity for a shift in one's view of oneself, and an increase in self-confidence, then this could help women leave domestic violence. As Liz explained to me, the disaster put things in perspective; it forced her to determine what is important in life. Enarson and Morrow (1997) found in their work on Hurricane Andrew that a woman planned to use disaster assistance money to buy a bus ticket out of town and out of an abusive relationship. Thus, disasters can provide, both financially and psychologically, an opportunity to leave an abusive relationship.

Discussion and Conclusion

Woman battering situations are diverse and complex. Knowing and examining the full social and individual context of a battered woman's life is considered essential to understanding her domestic violence circumstances and choices (Dutton 1996). In this exploratory study, I emphasize the context of woman battering in disasters, using two case studies to shed light on the realities of two women's lives, thereby showing not the frequency but the range and variation of some of the kinds of problems women will face in a disaster. Based on the existing data on woman battering in disasters, and from my own study and the work of other disaster researchers, I have several recommendations concerning future directions for theory, methodology, and policy.

Disaster contexts are an important theoretical site for studying women's lives and for understanding their experiences from their point of view or standpoint, and for conceptualizing their behavior and experiences within a full social context. This research contributes, for example, to feminist theories that address the intersections of race, class, and gender in women's lives (e.g., Collins 1993) and how these statuses contribute to their vulnerability or marginalization. In this study, I am able to address social class and disability issues, and some of the data challenges the "universal risk" theories of woman battering by showing that some women's status does affect their vulnerability. For example, one of the case studies helps to shed light on the battering experiences of disabled women. This is an important addition to the literature since the experiences of violence for women with disabilities are not often heard (Chenoweth 1996) and the intersection of gender and disability in general is not well explored in research (Thomson 1994). Also a challenge to universal risk theories, the case studies presented here help illustrate how lower-class and middle-class women may have different experiences as victims of domestic violence. For future research on woman battering in disasters, I would recommend that in addition to disability and class, the role of race and ethnicity be examined in order to contribute to the feminist theoretical knowledge on what exactly the intersections in women's lives mean for them and how they contribute to their marginalization.

In addition, as social scientists we can contribute to general domestic violence theories by studying the disaster context. Domestic violence is acknowledged as a social problem, but the experience of being battered is not well understood (Ferraro and Johnson 1983). Examining intimate violence within the context of a natural disaster could provide insight into domestic violence behaviors in general. For example, we can begin to understand how batterers use the disaster as an excuse and justification for the violence. Past research has found that some battered women also blame an external force, such as drug addiction or pressures at work, for the situation (Ferraro and Johnson 1983). In that way, the violence is seen as a temporary situation that could be overcome, and the woman can deny that the abusers want to hurt them. Thus, battered women may frame disasters as an "external force" rationalization, as Karen did to some extent in her interview. As disasters are important research sites, I believe domestic violence theories could be advanced by further research in the disaster context.

I have several thoughts on methodological directions for future research. I advocate the broadening of research questions to go beyond asking if woman battering rates increase. I also suggest that we utilize more ethnographic, longitudinal methods to more fully understand woman battering in disasters. For example, an in-depth, longitudinal study would help us to determine at what period in the disaster aftermath battering is most severe. This study and the limited existing research on woman battering in the context of disasters indicate the increased demand for services may occur even months after the disaster. For example, in Enarson's (1998) survey of domestic violence organizations, many reported increases six months to a year later. Yet I learned that the Community Violence Intervention Center in Grand Forks, which had their hotline number forwarded to a cell phone so that evacuated staff scattered across Minnesota and North Dakota could continue to receive calls, received many calls for help in the acute period of the crisis. Future research may try to understand at what point in the disaster process there is a need for services, so communities can prepare to help women at that time and so that researchers can get a better understanding of the disaster process.
Lastly, I recommend that we use the data presented here to help direct future policy regarding woman battering in disasters. Karen and Liz provide important illustrations of why we need to focus on the fact that there is an increase in the demand for domestic violence services after a disaster. If we were to assume that their stories were typical of many other women, we might say that Karen and Liz cancel each other out—one woman left a domestic violence situation, one woman is in a new domestic violence situation—and thus we could see how domestic violence rates remain stable. If we only look at statistics, however, we might miss the larger issue: both women desperately needed domestic violence services.

In light of the demand for services, social service providers need to be prepared and be given assistance from the larger community. Enarson’s (1998) study found that while the demand for services increased, the financial help from private funds and government was very short-lived. In addition, fundraising is very difficult after a disaster. She also reports that the domestic violence organizations have staff overload, as the women on staff have also experienced a disaster, and many of them have to work on their own homes and help their own families recover. Grand Forks is experiencing both staff overload and a shortage of funds. Now the Grand Forks Center is working to open a shelter solely for battered women, as the shelter for homeless women was never safe since the homeless shelter needed to publicize its location. The center hopes to collect enough private donations to buy a building and open a shelter within two years. Thus, we need shelters and women’s organizations to be adequately funded and supported.

In addition, I suggest that women’s service providers be better included in community disaster planning. The battered women organizations need to be better prepared for disasters, and the emergency management organizations need to be more aware and sensitive to battered women issues. As Wilson et al. (1998) state, communities need to be aware of the domestic violence issue prior to the disaster event in order to be effective after a disaster. This points to the need for domestic organizations to be represented in disaster planning and to be included as an important component of the disaster recovery community. Finally, I propose that we view disasters as a window of opportunity for the community to address woman battering. Disasters are often a time of change and possibility, thus allowing the community the opportunity time to acknowledge and assist women in woman battering situations. I argue that communities should take disasters as an opportunity to make lasting changes to their policies and structures so that women battering organizations and shelters receive sufficient support and that women receive the help they need in both disaster and non-disaster times.

Notes

1. In this paper, Grand Forks refers to both Grand Forks, North Dakota, and its neighboring town across the river, East Grand Forks, Minnesota.

2. Her results are in alignment with many in the disaster research community who believe that disasters speed up or exaggerate, but do not drastically alter, social processes, structures, and relationships.

3. All names have been changed to protect identities.

4. Although this is similar to Walker’s (1979) contention that some battered women actually behave in ways to precipitate what they view as an inevitable beating by their batterers, Karen’s case is different in that she did not do anything to precipitate the violence. However, she reported feeling relieved that the disaster event had done so.
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The purpose of this exploratory research was to compare the income and approval rates of elderly single-female households and other types of households applying for disaster aid. Households from two parishes involved in the flooding in and around New Orleans, Louisiana, in May 1995 who applied for federal loans via the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) National Teleregistration Center were compared on demographics and outcomes. Data analysis showed that elderly single-female households were over-represented in the population applying to FEMA; two and one half times as likely as other elderly households or non-elderly households to have incomes of $11,000 or lower; and three times less likely than other elderly households to receive a low-interest loan. This study indicates that the current federal low-interest loan program does not adequately address the needs of poor elderly women. Special initiatives are needed that target this population.

Age is a characteristic shown to influence ability to recover from disaster. In over 30 years of study on elderly in disaster, though, researchers have disagreed on the nature of that influence, or even its direction; either elderly persons are more affected or are less affected than younger people (Phillips 1993, p. 3). The discussion of gender and disaster, on the other hand, has been largely ignored by disaster researchers until the last decade or so (Fothergill, 1996). Since the mid-1990s, however, researchers are beginning to understand the specific problems that women face during disasters (see Enarson and Morrow 1998; Morrow and Enarson 1996; Phillips 1996a). The present study fills a critical void, in that...